
In 2011, the World Health Organization will recommend 
the fate of existing smallpox stockpiles, but circumstances 
have changed since the complete destruction of these 
cultures was fi rst proposed. Recent studies suggest that 
variola and its experimental surrogate, vaccinia, have a 
remarkable ability to modify the human immune response 
through complex mechanisms that scientists are only just 
beginning to unravel. Further study that might require intact 
virus is essential. Moreover, modern science now has the 
capability to recreate smallpox or a smallpox-like organism 
in the laboratory in addition to the risk of nature recreating 
it as it did once before. These factors strongly suggest that 
relegating smallpox to the autoclave of extinction would be 
ill advised.

In 2011, the World Health Organization (WHO) plans 
to announce its recommendation regarding the fi nal 

destruction of all known remaining smallpox virus 
stockpiles. Smallpox, an ancient human scourge of 
unparalleled destructive importance throughout most of 
recorded human history (Figure 1), is believed to have 
emerged in the Middle East some 6,000–10,000 years ago 
(1,2) from either camelpox or the gerbil-specifi c taterapox 
(3–5). It holds a status as one of the great killers in all 
human history, having produced the horrifi c deaths of up 
to 500 million persons in just the 20th century alone (6). 
At fi rst glance, the answer to this conundrum—whether or 
not smallpox should be forever relegated to the autoclave 
of extinction—might seem an easy one. Beaten back by the 
Jenner vaccine fi rst proposed in 1796, smallpox was fi nally 
declared eradicated in 1980, in one of the most profound 

public health achievements in human history. Since that 
time, WHO has made it generally known that they would 
like to see the elimination of all remaining variola stockpiles 
and made the United States and Russia the repository for 
all remaining stocks. At the 60th Annual World Health 
Assembly in 2007, the organization postponed the fi nal 
decision for any recommended destruction deadline until 
their next meeting in 2011.

The last offi cially acknowledged stocks of variola are 
held by the United States at the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention and by Russia at the State Research Centre 
of Virology and Biotechnology. The US collection consists 
of 450 isolates of variola, while various authoritative 
sources place the number of specimens retained by Russia 
at ≈150 samples, consisting of 120 different strains (7,8), 
including several selected for their increased virulence 
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Figure 1. One-year-old child on day 10 of a smallpox infection; 
his face is covered with painful lesions that are beginning to scab. 
Photograph courtesy of the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention Public Health Image Library; by Charles Farmer, Jr., 
1962.
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that were collected during the Cold War as potential 
biological weapons. The possibility that stolen smallpox 
cultures may already be in the hands of rogue states or 
terrorist organizations also remains an important subject of 
international concern.

Even though in 1980, then Secretary of Health and 
Human Services Louis Sullivan promised the destruction 
of US variola stockpiles within 3 years (8), this has not 
yet occurred in either the United States or Russia, and no 
actual recommendation for destruction has been issued by 
the World Health Assembly. To understand the reasons 
behind this apparent hesitance to once and for all eliminate 
from existence all remaining traces of the smallpox virus, 
one has to understand how the implications of this action 
have changed over the past several decades in a scientifi c 
world decidedly different from the one in which the idea of 
smallpox virus destruction was fi rst proposed.

Currently, the only real benefi t to destroying all 
known remaining stockpiles of variola in the world would 
be the elimination of the extremely unlikely possibility of 
unleashing a lethal epidemic due to the theft or accidental 
release of the virus from one of the remaining offi cial 
stocks. In reality, this destruction would provide only an 
illusion of safety, and the drawbacks are many.

The prolonged existence of smallpox, combined with 
the important clinical implications of its high infectivity and 
mortality rates, suggests that the human immune system 
evolved under the disease’s considerable evolutionary 
infl uence. In the past decade, for example, advances in 
immunologic research have suggested that the variola virus 
and its close relative and experimental surrogate, vaccinia, 

have a remarkable ability to substantially alter the immune 
response of its human host (9). Genomic and proteomic 
analysis and microarray surveys have demonstrated 
immunologic targets of smallpox that include, at minimum, 
several chemokines and their receptors, interleukin-8, 
interferon-γ, tumor necrosis factor–α, and the downstream 
target of receptor NFκB, and multiple components of the 
complement cascade (10–15). Although we are only just 
beginning to unravel the complex pathophysiology and 
virulence mechanisms of smallpox virus, experimental 
evidence with vaccinia has also demonstrated that many 
of the observed immunologic alterations produced by 
poxvirus infection persist long term and can be measured 
months or years after infection (9).

In addition, the evolutionary success of the CC-
chemokine receptor null mutation, CCR5Δ32, believed to 
have fi rst appeared in northern Europe up to 3,500 years 
ago in a single person, is a good example of the importance 
of smallpox in human immune evolution (16). Today the 
mutation can be found in ≈10% of all those of northern 
European descent, preventing expression of the as-yet 
mostly inscrutable CCR5 receptor on the surface of many 
different subsets of immune cells. The huge success 
of this mutation is most likely because of the survival 
advantage it conferred by providing a marked resistance 
to smallpox (16–18). Notably, this same mutation confers 
nearly complete immunity to HIV. A recently published 
study suggests that the apparently sudden emergence and 
explosive spread of HIV may be related to the eradication 
of smallpox, postulating that widespread exposure to both 
variola and vaccinia (the virus that comprises the smallpox 
vaccine [Figure 2]) may have previously inhibited 
the successful spread of HIV (19). The immunologic 
mechanisms underlying this intriguing, and potentially 
useful, effect remain elusive. Thus, eliminating all known 
remaining smallpox stocks might hinder ongoing research 
in this direction.

The immune alterations produced by smallpox can 
serve as a window and guide to previously unappreciated 
immunologic mechanisms, the full understanding of which 
might lead to new therapeutic options for a host of diseases, 
both infectious and autoimmune. No one can yet be certain 
what role, if any, an intact variola virus might play in future 
research, and in providing important new insights into the 
human immune response as well as into the malevolence of 
this virus and related viruses. It is certain, however, that if 
the last remaining stockpiles are destroyed, the door to any 
possibility of future research employing the virus will be 
forever and irreversibly shut.

Finally, today’s science is capable, through genetic 
manipulation, of re-creating a highly virulent smallpox-
like virus from a closely related poxvirus or even from 
scratch. But perhaps what we should fear even more 
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Figure 2. The no-longer-manu-
factured Wyeth vaccine that made 
possible the ultimate eradication 
of smallpox. Photograph courtesy 
of the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention Public 
Health Image Library; by James 
Gathany, 2002.
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is nature creating it for us, as it so effi ciently did once 
before from the still-existent progenitors of variola. The 
possibility is certainly not unthinkable that nature could 
once again fashion smallpox from a near relative poxvirus 
or even create a new, smallpox-like human pathogen from 
a clinically similar but more genetically divergent zoonotic 
poxvirus, such as monkeypox. Several recent reviews have 
reported an increasing prevalence of human monkeypox 
since smallpox eradication and the cessation of vaccinia 
vaccination (20,21). The possible re-creation of smallpox 
by either natural or modern laboratory means would render 
moot any argument regarding the destruction of remaining 
stockpiles of smallpox virus in the mistaken belief that it 
would be for the benefi t and protection of mankind.

Dr Weinstein is a clinical associate professor of medicine 
at Georgetown University School of Medicine, Washington, 
DC, and a research professor at George Mason University, 
Manassas, Virginia. His research focuses on infectious diseases 
and biodefense.
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